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SALAAM-ALEIKUM-MASSA-UL-GHEI-A-RIEGood afternoon everybody and welcome in Jeddah at the Palm Oil Trade Fair and Seminar 2019 organized by MPOCBefore we go on, I would like to specifically thank the Malaysian Palm Oil Council and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for inviting me here todayMy name is Paul Bloemendal, and I am the founder and owner of PRETB Pte Ltd



The Vision of PRETB
• We aim to assist companies in their business development by adding our 

network of Strategic Partners to your current set up

• We Review, Recommend, Introduce, Implement and Follow up with 
Strategic Change to enhance your margins and to hit your targets

• We provide Market Access, Research, Financing, Consultancy Services 
and Risk Management Solutions to anyone ready to take the next step

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I see quite a few new faces today, I will start with a very short introduction to all of you who don’t know me or my company yet.PRETB Pte Ltd helps companies like, potentially yours, to develop their systems to be ready for any change, opportunity or risk in the market by taking best practices from others out thereWe believe that you don’t need to reinvent the wheel, but optimize what others before you have already developed by working together with great companies and use their knowledgeThis could be at all levels of risk for your company. From Strategic Advice, to Technological Tools to Research and even to Financial products



Current Partners of PRETB

• PaperTrader by Blockdoc, the first full DMA physical commodities platform to 
create more liquidity, transparency and counterparty risk management in 1 location 
to hedge your FOB and CIF needs on any paper traded market;

• Marex Solutions, the most sophisticated risk management tool for derivatives from 
any type and structure in any currency. From swaps/swaptions to structured 
solutions with an integrated stress test and portfolio management tool;

• Tradesparent, an integrated Data & Analytics Solution that unifies, collects and 
harmonizes any type of business data from CTRM, ERP, Finance systems and/or 
excel spreadsheets across all business levels (mid, front and back office) into a single 
source of truth Data Repository for faster and enhanced reporting and analysis;

• ReEdged.com, a digital ecosystem that merges all your needs for research, advice, 
consultancy, pricing and risk management tools on 1 platform. Sort of a LinkedIn for 
professionals or Alibaba for data services;
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Presentation Notes
The current partners that I believe in, to be able add value to my clients, and thus that I am willing to represent globally are:PaperTrader by BlockDoc, the first fully secure, compliant, and transparent DMA tool to trade your physical commodity paper, both FOB and CNF/CIFMarex Solutions, by far the best Risk Management platform for OTC derivatives hedging in the world. TradeSparent, the best integrated data analytics provider based on your current CTRM systems. They have been adopted by almost the whole ABCCD for mainly their global regulatory reportingRe-Edged, the future of data and research in 1 place connected with the world of specialists, consultants and research with links to all the 3 above mentioned companies.And OF COURSE MPOC that are doing a great job in creating awareness of the goodness of Malaysia and Palm oil Globally!



Unstoppable Change, 

The impact on Agricultural markets
What are the edible oil opportunities for the 
Middle East and/or Malaysia?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s move on to the topic of today.The Malaysian Palm Oil Council asked me to give an overview of some of the major changes in SND’s and potential price drivers around it. In today’s presentation I will focus on social change, economical change, political risks and hopefully combine this all into our current supply and demand balance sheets with a price change expectation forecast that would proof correct in the future.One note worth mentioning is that I on purpose never talk about trading, as I believe that in the current market we should focus on price risk management only. Trading is often speculating and as we have seen the last few years there are very few companies making money out of that. The real successful ones are the integrated suppliers, the branded processors and anyone who works the supply chain to create real value.As to the point of references from 3rd parties: much of the information in this presentation is not new or original, but where suitable I will mention the author or presentation that the data came from. If I did forget to mention anyone, apologise, your hard work is well recognized by me!



Outline for today
• Megatrends 

• The impact on the commodity landscape
• Social Changes, who are we?
• Economic Changes, who will rule the world?
• Geo-Political Risks, where and what?

• All this, now what?
• USDA // OECD update

• MENA Supply and Demand Palm Oil 2014-2019

• Palm Oil Production 2019-2025

• Global Edible Oils SnD 2019

• Recap, Conclusions, Price Forecast
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The outline for today, with the focus points to get to the price forecast at the end of this presentation is as followedI will start with reviewing the Megatrends in the Commodity Landscape, or also called unstoppable changesLong Term Social	TrendsLong Term Economic Trends2019 Geo-Political RisksAfter this I will continue with The Current Situation in the Agri Commodity worldThe last quarterly USDA Grain Stocks and Prospective Plantings reports in combination with long term demand changesFollowed by The Middle East and North Africa Palm Oil SnD, actually I just added the whole of Africa to thisMalaysian and Indonesian Palm Production comments and issuesCombining the earlier information flows will result in the global edible oils SND 2019And finally Finishing up in about 30 minutes with a short Recap, Conclusions and a Price forecast



Megatrends
The impact on the commodity landscape:
Who, Where & How will we be living in 2030?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all, let us have a look at the world around us in the largest sense of the word. Where will we be? What will happen? And how will that impact the global needs for us all on the long run?For your information, the long run here is anything more than 3 years from now and this will not change due to any policy, tariff, trade barrier, president in the US or elsewhere. These are what I call unstoppable trendsNot the Weather, but the Climate of  the Global Social Situation



Social Changes:
Who and where are we?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s first start with the main driver for any Supply and Demand analysis: population as that is what determines demand in the long run
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Presentation Notes
As per the United Nations, we are currently with roughly 7.6 billion people on the planet and growing the population by more than 225k daily. This means that around 82.5mln additional persons are added this year alone at an unchanged growth rate of 1.1% from 2018. Just to make it more visible: By 2025 this growth will give us a global population of almost 8.2bln, that is 600mln more than what we have today and 500mln of these will be living in cities. Some of the Key Milestones to expect: 8bln people sometime in 2023, 10bln people in 2055 globallyWith all these additional people, demand for resources will grow exponentially. At current unchanged demand rates we will need already 8% more of everything just to sustain our way of living, but demand is also growing due to other factors. Let’s look at the regional split of this global growth next



Data provided 
by http://esa.un.org/unpp/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Globally the main growth will be in the emerging markets with both Europe and North America curving down to at best remain stableThis is where the upside opportunities for all of us here today are: How can we cater for this change in trade flows and growing demand. We should focus already on Africa, Asia and in lesser terms on South AmericaOn top of this, demand will also be influenced by financial stability and GDP growth, but more on that in later sheets. 

http://esa.un.org/unpp/


The World’s 7.6 Billion People, in One Chart, 
Which countries do people live in, globally?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I love visuals like this one as it makes understanding the sheer size of some countries much easier to understand. This one shows the relative size based on the actual amount of people per country in the worldSo when we put this all in perspective this way, where do the current 6.7bln people live today? What is the real area of power in terms of demand? And how will this develop over the coming years?Clearly we are talking Asia, Middle East and Africa! The countries here in Blue and Orange. The next slide will show this same data in a more comprehensive way



The World’s 7.6 
Billion People, how 
are we spread out?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this (slightly older visual, that you might have seen before) as you can see that Red, Brown are clearly dominant They combine Africa and Asia with in total 5.7bln people, or 76% of the worlds populationWe could question ourselves of why are we still talking USDA and US/EU markets mainly when coming to conferences?  Why not spend more time on the demand side like we do today?In my view, we should focus on the future of the world, on growth and real physical demand!
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This sheet shows the next big and important change in the Social landscape: THE UNSTOPPABLE URBANIZATION by mainly the millennial generations Y and ZGlobally urbanization is rapidly increasing and this means more mouths to feed that are generally better educated and earning more (as access to education is better is cities and salaries in the service sector vs agricultural farming are generally higher per capita)It also means that we need to work on better infrastructure and supply chain flows. Ports, Trains, Roads, Storage all will be crucial to keep countries stable. As these are often very long term projects (think between 5 and 20 years) we need to start planning for this today as China and India are doing already here in the region with often local partners under for example the One Belt, One Road initiative. Large scale investments are needed all over the world, but mainly in Africa as you can see on the right hand side where the growth of the megacities is forecasted.  13 of the worlds largest cities will be in Africa, all bigger than the largest current cities in the world today (Delhi and the larger Tokyo Bay area)
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Finally from a Social Analytics point of view: this image shows how the population is doing in terms of age around the worldAfrica (again) leads the way in having the youngest and largest population while the “western” world is getting oldCurrent G7 countries will struggle to pay for the bills of the elderly and thus should lose out in terms of global importance. They will more and more turn inwards to keep up their current lifestyle and not help the world develop as we already see in the US with Trump and large parts of Europe (Brexit, general elections etc)We need someone, or some place to replace them in the global political front, and by the looks of it China is willing to step up rapidly to do just this



Recap Social Changes
• The world is rapidly growing in the amount of people. From 7.6bln now, 

to 8.2bln in 2025

• At the same time the growth is very focussed in 2 areas: Africa and Asia. 
These are the current demand drivers and this will only increase

• A major shift is taking place from the countryside to large (enormous) 
cities around the world

• The world is getting younger with fewer people living in rural areas

• We will need around 8% of everything more in production just to feed 
the world due to population growth, ignoring even the next slides on 
economic power. 

• Globalization and a shared effort to supply this additional demand is 
needed. Countries should work together on R&D and yield efficiencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to briefly recap the previous slides, the main take away from these are:A massive increase in the global population is to be expected every year for the coming decadesA massive shift in growth in mainly the Eastern and Southern parts of the world while the West remains stable although wealthyAfrica and Asia will dominate even more the demand side in almost every product classCities will grow to unsustainable sizes, urban planning will be crucial in terms of logistics and infrastructureWe need to work together globally to increase food supply to be able to keep the world at peace. 



Economic Changes:
Who will rule the world?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let us continue to the 2nd part of demand: the economic situationWe have recently seen record stock markets, but at the same time a rapidly increasing social disparity. Globally, the rich are richer while the poor at best have stayed poor and this is having a severe impact on the political picture, but more on that later. Starting with the largest available macro data



Global GDP Power Shifts in this decade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the next decade the G7 (or even G20) will look completely different from how it looks today.China will take over the leading position from the USA India will follow as 2nd largest economy in the world In additional to these 2 mega powers, 5 more of the current Emerging Market Countries will be in the top 10 Only the US, Japan and Germany will still be in this list in terms of GDP in 2030 from the current G10This means that Canada, the UK, Italy and France will have been pushed out and lost economic influence over the years As the saying goes: “money talks, he who pays decides”
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And the reason for that is clear: More people, smarter people, richer people, urbanization and education are all on the minds of the politicians in Developing Asia. They are taking the positive lead to face the futureAnd this while the EU and the US are struggling with social tension and a clear move to more Populism and Nationalism, shifting rapidly away from globalization. As the World Inequality report 2019 mentioned in February 2019: “if rising inequality is not properly monitored and addressed, it can lead to various sorts of political, economic, and social catastrophes” again here think about the current mess in the US or the Brexit debacle that we had recently. It creates the opportunity for China to step into the void that the US left faster than expected and to dominate larger parts of global trade. Just have a look at the next slides to see how fast that is going in both negative and positive ways!



Pay vs Productivity ↑ over the years = 74% Gap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First on a negative note, this chart shows the US wage growth per hour vs the productivity that clearly is totally out of whackBasically this means that out of any production, the shareholders are keeping 74% before any wages are paid and the rest goes to the employeesThis is the key and crucial issue in the US and to a slightly lesser extend also to Europe. People work harder, smarter and better but are not rewarded for it at all in the “West”
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And now on the positive one, the Asian success story:This is another great overview picture on where the real power and GDP growth lies globallyOf the global GDP PPP growth this year 2019, China adds a massive 33%!!! The rest of Asia adds another 30% and this is based on the current situation, BUTNow just imagine what will happen if/when 5G telecom starts to be rolled out in the coming years and all our current technical devices need replacement = Asian Exports will explode!



Geo-Political Risks
Where and What?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all of course is always a given and stability is a rare thing that we should cherish. Besides the unstoppable trends: population growth and demographic shifts there is always the big unknown, the outsider, the market disruptor.Next up the unknown events that are potentially causing great volatility in our markets in 2019 in my view



Were are 
today’s 
Geo-

Political
hot spots?

Presenter
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To me currently these are the major ones to look at in 2019, some I will touch briefly on:The US-China trade war and what could happen. I don’t see a quick and final solution at all at any time soon but believe that we will see a steady process of results, not a signing eventThe Brexit situation, what a mess! The best solution would be a quick customs union, I think that that will happen eventually, but when?????The Pakistan-India tensions (although they seem to have calmed down somewhat the last few weeks, and this could be positive in the longer term!) will remain a big risk at any time. The US-North Korea situation that looked so good last year, but now has stalled back to power struggles again. What will South Korea do and the South China Sea countries?Turkey’s elections of April 1st did not help as due to the massive inflation and recession seen there the AKP lost both Istanbul as well as Ankara and already lost Izmir before (these are 3 largest cities in Turkey). The 16 year reign of Erdogan and 25 years of AKP seems to come to an end with it could mean an end to the efforts to stop the refugees flows into Europe and create more tension in the Middle East.Finally the Venezuela standoff between President Maduro and opposition leader Juan Guaidó. How will this effect the global energy equation?Note that I don’t mentioned the Iran-US hidden war here as that has and will continue to go on for a long time



The US-China
Trade dispute

The Biggest Trade War Ever
Or

A slow fizzled solution process

Presenter
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The US-China Trade DisputeWe are today in day 286 of the trade war between the US and China with no solution in sight yet Remember that on Day 1: July 6, 2018 – the US implemented the first China-specific tariffsHow will this impact this years Global GDP and more importantly their local GDP numbers? Will it cause and trigger a global recession as so many are forecasting for 2020 onwards? If China = 33% of global GDP growth, any 3% drop means a 1% global GDP growth drop!To me this remains one of the biggest flags to demand and political stability globally for 2019I personally think a solution will slowly develop as a process, but without a fixed deal event thus it will linger onThe Chinese government will control its FX exposure and GDP and the likelihood of a real global recession resulting from Chinese issue is small (less than 30%)
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BREXIT and Nationalism in EuropeWhat can we say about that…… The mess continuous at least for another 6 months but likely we will see either an agreement before the European Elections end May (unlikely), A new referendum to cancel Brexit (50% likely) or a hard Brexit at the end of October now. The EU is unlikely to change any terms from the current agreement, thus the UK can and should move into a similar agreement as Norway as Customs Union to avoid a hard Brexit.Both are originating from the same source of anger: a great wealth creation for the Rich, but very unequal distribution for the less fortunate and elderlyHow will it pan out? The rise of Nationalism has not stopped since September 2018 and BREXIT remains too early to callThis will remain a continuous point of pain and discussion for the rest of the year. 
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Energy (Crude Oil) Dependent Countries with big issuesCrude Oil Reserves are often in countries with significant Political Instability and a high local GDP dependency on its priceCrude oil will always create an economic opportunity or can be a source of tensionThis map shows the largest Reserves around the world per country with more than 100 million barrels or more in proven reservesThe outlying positive one, and a big applause for you! is Saudi as your state oil producer Aramco generated a whopping net income of $111.1 billion last year. That's about the same as Apple, Alphabet and Exxon Mobil put together!The negative ones are the red circled countries, they are the ones with geo-political risks today, by local or international politics. None is likely to be solved anytime soon unfortunatelySudan just had a coup on the 12th, Libya is at the brink of war, Venezuela is breaking down and looking for rough partners, and this way I can go on to all the circled countries.As we will see on the next slide, this risk will likely even only increase in the coming years



Why was the last visual important?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is this visual important? It shows a trend change in demand away from petroleum products The demand for Crude Oil based Hydro Carbons will significantly change due to a shift to renewables for energy productionAs well as due to more electricity based transportation options (from cars, to trucks, ships and even planes)As most of the large Crude Oil Reserve holders are heavily depending on revenues coming from it, this will likely continue to cause more political issues in the years to comeConverting domestic GDP dependency away from Crude Oil is the best, and only way, to mitigate this. 



All this, now what?
The impact on Our Markets or Supply and Demand

What will prices do the coming months?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All this, now what?Finally, I can hear you think “When are we going to talk about the Agricultural Markets?”“What does all this information have to do with current prices?”So, Let us move onwards to the state of current affairs in the global and regional food and feed supply and demand now



USDA March 2019 review (1st April), BIG SURPRICES!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I move into more detail to the Palm SND, as that is what we are here for, let’s review the main global agricultural price drivers, that are still the CME markets and USDA reportsThe March USDA Stocks and Prospective Planting report was a massive surprise, as trade expectations fell wide off the mark from the actuals. Soy, Cotton and Wheat acres came in well below expectations, while corn topped even the highest guesses. The total 2019 principle crop plantings are forecast to decline for another year (due to low prices as a result of the US-China Trade war!), by 3.3m acres, to 237m acres.I expect no big changes till the June 2019 USDA Planting report comes out, so this is what we will trade from now till the end of June with short term normal price moves around the standard USDA reportsThe normal USDA report on the 9th of April confirmed this as well, with a report that promised little and delivered less, with the USDA’s April Wasde report merely tinkering around the edges and leaving all major soybean indicators unchanged for another month. All in all neutral at best.Still a flag is potential abnormal US weather, that could impact/delay planting intensions for both soybeans and corn so this could still change the coming weeks, but all in all the report wasFriendly Soybeans due to lower plantings, but this was to be expected with prices still below $9/bushel with record stocks due to low Chinese demandCorn/Wheat BearishCotton bullishOn the other side of the equator it looks a bit opposite: South American weather possibly stressing corn in South Brazil and Argentina and widespread rain continues in North Brazil possibly halting fieldwork causing trouble for the Safrinha Corn CropThis could be positive for the “normal” soybean crops that will be planted in September / October as the land will have been able to rest for 5 monthsAlso, the continued strength in the US dollar index and the weakness in the Brazilian Real pushes even more demand to South America away from the US



What Will the World Eat in the Next Decade

Source: http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-2018.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at the food NEEDS profile of the world From an MPOC / Malaysian perspective, the last column is crucial and worth discussing here todayThis chart shows the growth rate per decade, and here we can see that Per Capita Edible Oils consumption will see a steep rise Total demand will grow faster than what we have seen in the previous decade from 2008-2017India and China are, in actual metric tonnes terms, the big winners. But in relative terms Africa and the Middle East are outperforming China but not IndiaJust to put this in perspective, due to size, China will grow by almost 15mmt annually vs current demand levels and India will grow another 10mmt FOR FOOD ONLY in demand per year over the coming years. If China needs 15mmt additional edible oils per year, it could realistically only come from palm oil As alternatively we would need a stunning almost 75mmt of Soybeans, but who will supply these and what to do with the meal?Considering this, these are massive numbers no matter how and from where you fulfil this demand. So we will need to find a way to increase yields and keep the supply going and should expect that the current relatively low prices are not sustainable in the long run (around cost of production for Soy and even Palm)For the Middle East, the total demand growth in de decade 2018-2027 will be around 28.7% compared to 2017 demand levelsPer Capita Demand in ME-NA will grow from 19.8kg/capita to around 22.2 kg/capita in 2027. This is 12% more than what we see in 2019 or +1.4% of growth on average annually

http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-2018.pdf


How will Edible oils demand Change?

Source: http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-2018.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s zoom in into the medium term global edible oil demand trends with another chart reflecting the same information:Clearly the demand growth is in the LDC’s (Least Developed Countries), the Emerging markets, including Indonesia domestically, and ChinaFrom a Palm oil Outlook point of view, I am using for 2019, the Middle East – North Africa combined region, growth rates as followed:Middle East : +0% to 3% (currently importing more Sunflower oil because it is relatively cheap compared to Palm and Soyabean oil)Africa : +7% to 10% increase (fast growing demand due to rapidly increasing wealth and the amount of people in a low price base current situation)Pakistan : +2% to 4% (They had very high ending stocks for 2018, so they don’t really need to import more, hence the slower growth compared to other years)

http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-2018.pdf


MENA Palm Oil Import trends 2014-2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving to this part of the world in combination with the whole of Africa, let us now discuss the Palm Oil Markets in more detailFirst the historical actual volumes for the region coming out of South East Asia only As the Regional palm flows in Africa have limited impact on global trade or prices I have excluded them in these numbersDo note, that I have left out specific details on any importing country that imports less than 180kmt per year combined from Malaysia and Indonesia (or 15kmt per month) for ease of reading purposes, but don’t worry, they are included in the totals for Africa and the Middle EastInteresting to see that there is a big range of countries that are taking quite sizeable volumes from both Malaysia and Indonesia so it is great to be here to discuss the shared opportunities!



MENA Palm Oil Import trends 2014-2018+ 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now the combined table for Malaysia and Indonesia based on actual exported Bill’s of Loading in 2014 till 2018, with my forecast for 2019 includedThe whole region will grow, with currently no exceptions expected to have higher import numbers than in 2018Remember the growth numbers I mentioned a few sheets ago: For the Middle East I am using a growth of +0-3%, Africa +7-10% and Pakistan +2-4%Out of the total Malaysian and Indonesian exports the Middle East + Africa + Pakistan will now be 12.7mmt, or the equivalent of the global biodiesel market including the B20 in Indonesia and B10 in Malaysia domestic mandates. I will put up a big bullish flag on the latter biodiesel demand in my conclusions today, but as an SnD is always a snapshot of this moments facts that can only be done when facts are known.Middle East & African demand equates to around 27.3% of the combined Malaysian and Indonesian exports for 2019 or 20% of the total global demand and thus gives the region a very strong importance for both countries!



How will Palm Oil Production Change? Replanting?
Malaysian Palm Production 
forecast, 2018-2030
Range 2019 @ 19.8-20.8 mmt
I use 20.2 mmt for 2019 Malaysia

Indonesian Palm Production 
forecast, 2018-2030
Range 2019 @ 42.0-44.0 mmt
I use 43.0 mmt for 2019 Indonesia

Presenter
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The next part: Production of Palm Oil!In General for Palm Oil: The short term neutral to bearish fundamentals seem to continue and keep prices low for the remainder of 2019Stocks in Destination are high and are likely to remain healthy (both for palm and soft oils as was reported for India and China recently)Production growth month-on-month is expected for March-April-May heading into the lower demand season due to Ramadan as well as the EU summerThe current weak El Nino will see very limited impact in 2019 on palm oil production even though it is likely to continue the whole of Q2 this yearFor the Crude Palm Oil Production in 2019 I am currently using 20.2mmt in Malaysia and around 43mmt for Indonesia although a lot can still happen as we are only in April now. 19.8-20.8 and 42-44million tonnes are pretty safe ranges to work with I would guess although others like Transgraph are significantly lower at 40.5mmt in IndonesiaThe biggest, longer term threat, but one that can become an opportunity for some proactive producers, is the low speed of replanting and due to low prices the cut back in fertilizer application in both Malaysia and Indonesia causing yields to drop very fast. Malaysia should replant around 250k hectares per year the coming years to keep up the current levels, but is a long way away from that number with on average only 90-100k hectares of replanting seen per year over the last 5 years. Malaysian current yields for 2019 are only 3.45mmt of CPO per hectare of planted land using the acreage number from the here present Minister of Primary Industries mrs Teresa Kok of around 5.85million hectaresThis is significantly lower than possible, as Yields have been seen at 11mt per hectare in some of the main plantations already. It is very achievable with new hybrid seeds and better practices + replanting and fertilizer usage to double production based on the current landbank in the coming decade if prices justify it (demand will have to do the trick)Basically in my view, with the current low interest rates, and very low prices, all should focus much more in replanting and R&D than what we are currently seeing, as this is the best time ever to make a longer term change. Unfortunately we are not seeing this yet, and thus, based on the current scenario, we are no longer growing production from 2021 onwards but are going down = rapid price increases with strong demand growth is to be expected in the years to come!



Global Edible Oil Balance Sheet // Prices

Source: Global Grains Asia 2019, Emily French
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Now let’s combine all the previous sheets into 1 global Oils SND and Price forecast Looking at the global oils balance sheet, fortunately we will have another year with a decent stock built up globally and good increased production, with a strong growth in demand due to low prices.Even with these current already low prices this should keep the upside limited as there are plenty stocks in (mainly palm) destination markets like India, China and PakistanWorld Edible Oil Trade will grow around 4% in 2019, or 3.5mmt. This is about 2.5mmt Palm Oil, 800kmt SFO and 200k SFO more than in 2018In total I think that CPO will continue to trade relatively rangebound around current levels for the coming 3 months with mainly support (and thus limited downside) from the relatively friendly SBO and SFO SnD’s and price moves. 



Recap today
There is little we can do, but to embrace change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recapping today:Macro changes will have to be accepted, it-is-what-it-is So don’t fight it, but accept it and turn them into opportunities. Short term price moves should be controlled Not traded as it is all about managing risk these days so make sure you have the right tools and the best possible hedge solutions and policies in place!For the coming months, or even till the end of the year, in my view, we are not at risk for a massive price spike due to current high stocks and decent productionBut in the medium to longer term the situation is completely different. As Rapidly Increasing Demand is paired with Diminishing Production Yields it will have to push the average prices up significantly from the current onesHedging your exposure on expected future forward demand, say 2-3 years out at current levels And this can be done by way of options, or structured derivatives or even supply agreements while managing the counterparty exposure closely Should be considered by all consumers that are active in the branded FMCG market.  Anytime CPO FOB trades, flat price or via Options, on an equivalent to $500-550 or at a $100 discount to Gasoil I recommend my clients to hedge as much forward as possible. Today you can buy between $530-540 for calendar 2020 so its not that far away from the fundamental rock bottom, so it would be best to keep an eye on it and use it when possible thus hedge forward demand on any dip structurally



Concluding Forecasts for  today 24-4-2019
Macro:

• Unlikely we will see a true global recession in the next 12 months (30% chance only)

• Unlikely we will see a “deal” between the US and China, more like a process over time

• Brexit most likely will turn into a Customs Union as otherwise it will be a total mess by Oct 31st 

• No more Fed hike is to be expected in 2019, so bond yields will remain low

• Rangebound Crude Oil prices @ $ 65-73/barrel

Agricultural markets Q2 and Q3 2019:

• Stable and capped Agri prices in general, SB to trade $  XXX /bushel 

• SBO to trade $XXX CME with -XXX/-XX Basis or $XXX flat price with a $XXX spread over CPO

• SFO to trade $XXX or $XXX in the spread with SBO

• CPO to trade MYRXXX or $XXX and for POL between $XXX in the coming months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concluding today’s presentation I know that I have to come up with some forecasts, so let’s start with the underlying macro basics for the year:Unlikely we will see a real recession in the next 12 monthsIt is unlikely that the US and China will “Sign” a real trade deal, but more likely that they will go through a process of solutionsBrexit as per today seems still a mess till October 31st, but I think (or is it hope?) that a Customs Union will be the least impactful end result in the future. This could take place before the EU elections on May 23rdFinancially, there will not be another Fed Interest Hike in 2019Brent Crude oil will trade at the higher ranges of between $65 and $73 dollar per barrel for the year as U.S. sanctions against Iran and outages in Venezuela, that could lead to supply shortages, seem to not really impacting the markets anymore but on the other hand an upward spike is always in the cards if the same sanctions are becoming real and/or the situation in Libya deteriorates even further (if that is even possible since the attacks against the government by General Khalifa Hifter early April)Finally, my Agricultural Price forecast for the coming 2 quarters (Q2 and Q3) 2019 based on the current state of affairs:



Concluding Forecasts for  today 24-4-2019
Macro:

• Unlikely we will see a true global recession in the next 12 months (30% chance only)

• Unlikely we will see a “deal” between the US and China, more like a process over time

• Brexit most likely will turn into a Customs Union as otherwise it will be a total mess by Oct 31st 

• No more Fed hike is to be expected in 2019, so bond yields will remain low

• Rangebound Crude Oil prices @ $ 65-73/barrel

Agricultural markets Q2 and Q3 2019:

• Stable and capped Agri prices in general, SB to trade $ 8.70 - 9.30/bushel 

• SBO to trade $XXX CME with -XXX/-XX Basis or $XXX flat price with a $XXX spread over CPO

• SFO to trade $XXX or $XXX in the spread with SBO FOB Ukraine

• CPO to trade MYRXXX or $XXX and for POL between $XXX in the coming months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stable and capped grain and oilseed prices (or even agricultural prices in general) with Soya beans to trade between $8.70-9.30 per bushel as production in general is pretty goodGlobal Soybean crops: US 126mmt, Brazil 116mmt, Argentina 55mmt, China 16mmt, India 10mmt



Concluding Forecasts for  today 24-4-2019
Macro:

• Unlikely we will see a true global recession in the next 12 months (30% chance only)

• Unlikely we will see a “deal” between the US and China, more like a process over time

• Brexit most likely will turn into a Customs Union as otherwise it will be a total mess by Oct 31st

• No more Fed hike is to be expected in 2019, so bond yields will remain low

• Rangebound Crude Oil prices @ $ 65-73 /barrel

Agricultural markets Q2 and Q3 2019:

• Stable and capped Agri prices in general, SB to trade $ 8.90 - 9.50/bushel 

• SBO to trade $28.00-29.20 CME with -150/-50 Basis or $600-630 flat price with a $120 spread over CPO

• SFO to trade $XXX or $XXX in the spread with SBO FOB Ukraine

• CPO to trade MYRXXX or $XXX and for POL between $XXX in the coming months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soybean oil to trade between $28 cents to 29.2 cents on CME, with a weak basis between -150 under to -50 under or flat price between $600 and $630 with an average spread of around $120 over CPO keeping demand for Palm strong



Concluding Forecasts for  today 24-4-2019
Macro:

• Unlikely we will see a true global recession in the next 12 months (30% chance only)

• Unlikely we will see a “deal” between the US and China, more like a process over time

• Brexit most likely will turn into a Customs Union as otherwise it will be a total mess by Oct 31st

• No more Fed hike is to be expected in 2019, so bond yields will remain low

• Rangebound Crude Oil prices @ $ 65-73 /barrel

Agricultural markets Q2 and Q3 2019:

• Stable and capped Agri prices in general, SB to trade $ 8.90 - 9.50/bushel 

• SBO to trade $28.00-29.20 CME with -150/-50 Basis or $600-630 flat price with a $120 spread over CPO

• SFO to trade $640-670 or +$50-65 in the spread with SBO FOB Ukraine

• CPO to trade MYRXXX or $XXX and for POL between $XXX in the coming months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sunflower oil to trade between $640 and $670 on a FOB Ukraine basis,  with an average spread of around $50 over SBO



Concluding Forecasts for  today 24-4-2019
Macro:

• Unlikely we will see a true global recession in the next 12 months (30% chance only)

• Unlikely we will see a “deal” between the US and China, more like a process over time

• Brexit most likely will turn into a Customs Union as otherwise it will be a total mess by Oct 31st

• No more Fed hike is to be expected in 2019, so bond yields will remain low

• Rangebound Crude Oil prices @ $ 65-73 /barrel

Agricultural markets Q2 and Q3 2019:

• Stable and capped Agri prices in general, SB to trade $ 8.90 - 9.50/bushel 

• SBO to trade $28.00-29.20 CME with -150/-50 Basis or $600-630 flat price with a $120 spread over CPO

• SFO to trade $630-670 or $30-50 in the spread with SBO

• CPO to trade MYR2080-2280 or $490-540 FOB with for POL between $520 and $550 FOB in the 
coming months BUT with a big Indonesian Biodiesel Demand Flag based on elections. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CPO to trade between 2080 MYR and 2280 MYR on the 3rd month Bursa Malaysia, or $490-540 FOB Indonesia with Olein at a range of $520 and $550 FOB MalaysiaNote, as already mentioned briefly, I tell all my clients that $500 FOB CPO is always good ownership for the long term, so any dip should be bought to built up your forward pipelineOptions can also be used well in a structured derivatives way, a Consumer accumulator for example November 2019 Futures in a consumer accumulator can be bought already at $520, or May 2020 at $540. Any dip, just own it to go long the long term cost of production CPO.One potentially very bullish note to finish up with:If in Indonesia Joko Widodo officially wins the Indonesian elections held last week (and that is what be claims), he promised to go from B20 to B30. This is an immediate 2mmt extra demand. He also told the market that he will consider a biodiesel mandate of B100. If that would ever materialize, it would be 10-15mmt of more demand for CPO in Indonesia alone! No more need for exports for industrial usage to EU or the US at all To me, this is the big elephant in the room on the demand side! All the more reason to not wait to own relatively cheap oil shortly in the summer weakness and stocks built up before he officially announced anytime between June and September. (LEAVE PAGE ON FOR 10 SECONDS)



Next steps or more information

• Contact me on PAUL.BLOEMENDAL@PRETB.NET

• Visit our office in Singapore

• Request a visit to your office // Engagement Agreement

• Call us on +65.9724.2350

شكرا على وقتك واالھتمام الیوم

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that, I would like to thank you a lot for your time and attention todaySHUKRAAN – AALEE – WAKTEN – KUA –LETI-MAN - EL-YA-WHO-MA     (Shukraan Ealaa Waqtik Walaihtimam Alyawm)Thank you very much



Important Disclosures
The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise
deal in any particular investment. This document is intended only to facilitate Client discussions with PRETB pte ltd. Please be aware that, where any
views have been expressed in this report, the author of this report may have had many, varied views over the past 12 months, including contrary
views. A large number of views are being generated at all times and these may change quickly. Any valuations or underlying assumptions made are
solely based upon the author’s market knowledge and experience. Furthermore, the information in this report has not been prepared in accordance
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. The given material is subject to change and although based
upon information which we consider reliable, it is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. PRETB pte ltd believes that the information
contained within this report is already in the public domain. The material is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of
any specific investment recommendations. Investors with any questions regarding the suitability of the products referred to in this presentation should
consult their financial and tax advisors.

This material does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any
person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform
themselves of and to observe such restrictions.

PRETB pte ltd is part of an affiliate partners network. This means that many of the introductions made on your behalf could result in them paying us 
referral fees for sending them new clients for certain products of theirs. Being a part of this network makes it possible to get our clients the best 
possible coverage and market access in various fields of business that we as PRETB pte ltd feel are the most informative, professional and value-for-
money available in the world at the time of our engagement with you. We are continuously reviewing our partner network, to make sure that PRETB 
pte ltd delivers the best advice available to you. The SSKN is where we believe we add the most value to you.
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